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to the Music BusinessTips and Strategies to Stay the CoursePreface/ IntroThis book is

dedicated to the many artists that I have worked with during my 17 years in the music

business. My professional insight includes examples of struggle, sacrifice, manipulation, and

lack of knowledge in where to invest. Also, I will shed light on companies that could truly help

your career flourish. Over the years, my desire has grown to build a foundation that entails the

basic ideas and information of the music business to assist upcoming artist. Knowledge is a

valuable tool in understanding the music business. Upon obtaining the knowledge given herein,

your career and endeavors will expand regardless of the industry or genre. Countless artists

would prefer to only concern themselves with stage performances, random platforms, live

feeds, and radio interviews, however true artistry encompasses so much more.Why is that so?

Most artists only consider places in which they could be seen and heard for social fame, but

this type of mentality can lead to career suicide as the business aspect flies straight out of the

window. But understanding the foundation of anything will help you excel in that field. This book

is also dedicated to the young musicians and artists that will grow in the music industry. I give

God all the glory and honor for placing this book in me and to be able to share it with the world.

Thank you to my wife, Camia Erby, for all the love and support that you have given me during

this journey.Chapter 1TerminologyTerms that you will need to know and understand in your

journey of gaining more knowledge of the music business.1. ISRC / International Standard

Recording Code: a universal standard of identification of soundtracks and music video

recordings.3. UPC / Universal Product Code: the barcode system used for retail products in

North America4. Metadata: Music metadata, which is also referred to as ID3 metadata, is the

information embedded in an audio file that is used to identify the content.5. Project

LengthsSingle- 1 song on a projectMaxi-Single- 2 to 3 songs on a projectEP- 4 to 8 songs on a

projectLP- 9 to 10 songs a projectAlbum- 10 to 14 songs on a project6. Mechanical Royalties:

Royalties paid to the songwriter per album pressed. Also sometimes called "mechanicals."7.

One-sheet: The info sheet for a release; this can contain info about the band, the recording, or

anything else significant about the release. One-sheets are used by labels and distributors to

sell a new release. They get their name from the fact that they are—or at least they should be—

one page long.8. PRO/Performance Rights Organizations: ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC are the

three United States performance rights organizations. They pay royalties to songwriters and

publishers based on performances of their songs through the media. A published songwriter

may affiliate with only one of the three.9. Publisher: A company that secures commercial

recordings of songs on behalf of a songwriter. The publisher is often the person who pitches

the song to the artist or someone on their team.10. Performing Rights Royalties: Royalties paid

to a songwriter when a song they have written is performed.11. Publishing: Essentially another

level of copyright control for songs, publishing deals simply put a person in charge of making



sure the appropriate amount of royalties are collected for a song, in exchange for a portion of

those royalties and some rights to the song. Most publishers go further than that and actively

try to place songs in revenue-generating positions, like advertisements or with other artists for

a cover version, etc.12. Royalties: Income paid to the songwriter and publisher for the use of a

song. Royalties result mainly from two sources – performances (monies paid by a performance

rights organization based on the number of times a song receives media airplay) and

mechanicals (monies paid by a record company based on record sales).13. Copyright:

Copyright law in the United States guarantees that you own the copyright to your song the

minute you “affix it in any form,” including writing it on a napkin or singing it into your cell phone.

You do not have to register your song with the copyright office for it to be copyrighted .14.

Contract: A legally enforceable agreement between two or more people or organizations to do

something.15. Mechanical License: A license that gives authorization from music publishers or

songwriters to record and distribute a song.16. Performance Royalty: A performance royalty is

paid when the copyrighted song is performed live in public, such as through broadcast on

radio, television, and in a public space.Harris, Henry. (2019) Excellence in Music Academy 19

MBBF. Online WorkshopChapter 2The Basic TruthsTruth #1: There is no overnight success!

Success in the music business depends on a couple of different

factors:MarketabilityKnowledge of the BusinessConsistencyTruth #2: No one should promote

your music harder than you!Marketability1. Musical Creativity/Ability: the ability that is given to

stand out from the rest musically. It is defined as an ability to understand, write, and play

musical pieces using a variety of instruments.2. Songwriter: a musician who professionally

composes musical compositions and writes lyrics for songs. A songwriter can also be called a

composer, although the latter term tends to be used mainly for individuals from the classical

music genre and film scoring but is also associated with writing and composing the original

musical composition or musical bed.
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